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Almes   of  some   person   almost   languished.    Then
they give him a powder, &ca. and tell him how to use
it and go away.
Harl. MS. 4254, fol. 8a.
(<?) It is reported by these Moores and Hindoos
that upon the Hills by Casmeere [Kashmir] and also
by Neopoll (Nepal] that there are people live to 4 and
500 yeares of age. They can hold in their breath
and ly as it were dead for some yeares, all which time
their bodies are kept warme with oyles, &ca. They
can fly, and change souls each with other or into any
beast. They can transforms their bodies into what
shapes they please and make them so plyable that
then can draw them thorow a little hole, and wind and
turne them like soft wax. They are mighty temperate
in diet, eating nothing but milke, and a sort of graine~
they have. At first they use themselves to hold in
their breaths for a very little time when young, and
so more by little and little. There are schools of
them, wherein they learne all the dayes of their lives,
but not one in a Thousand attaine to the perfection of
it. Tis reported that those people often fly to Jaggory
Nut (Jagannath] and there about to the seaside.
HaxL MS. 4254, fol. 9.
(/) In the corner betwixt Gunga [Ganga] and
Gunduck [Gandak] lives a Fuckeer woman, a Hindoo,
who all the yeare long begs, but stirs not from her
house. The most boats that go by give her a pice,
and think if they do not, they shall have bad fortune,
Shee keepe[s] most of her money together untill that
time that the Hindoos come thither from most parts
to wash, and then buys victualls with it and gives it
away to them. She is looked upon by the Hindoos

